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Reinforcement Learning

n Reinforcement learning formulates the sequence decision problem as a 
Markov desision process. At each time step, the agent perceives the 
current state, chooses its action by its policy, interates with the 
environment, obtains a reward, and arrives at the next state. 
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Off-policy Evaluation

n In off-policy RL, the agent will store hitorical data into the Replay 
Buffer and reuse them to improve the sample efficiency.

n Due to the distribution shift between the target policy and the behavior 
policy, off-policy evaluation (OPE) utilizes importance sampling to 
provide an unbiased estimation.

n Unfortunately, reusing trajectories in the replay buffer to optimize and 
evaluate the policy may introduce a bias, which is systematically 
examined in this work.
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Overview
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Reuse Bias

n Reuse Bias: The bias of OPE caused by reusing the replay buffer.

n When the trained policy is independent of the replay buffer, OPE is 
unbiased, i.e., 

n However, when we use historical data to update our policy (as most off-
policy algorithms do), the Reuse Bias is no longer 0.
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Overestimation

n We first analyze the overestimation for OPE under two practical 
situations: trained policies own the highest estimated return (Theorem 1), 
or are trained by one-step PG (Theorem 2).
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High-probability Bound

n Also, we provide a high-probability upper bound for Reuse Error. 
Compared with previous results, our results hold for any hypothesis sets, 
and is related to the optimized policy.

can be directly calculated by 
the replay buffer
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Stability Analyses

n Moreover, we establish the concept of the stability for off-policy 
algorithms and further show that we can control the Reuse Bias in off-
policy stochastic policy gradient just by controlling �2.
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BIRIS

a surrogate when trajectories are so long 
that their probabilities are difficult to 
calculate and numerically unstable
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Reuse Bias in Actor-Critic
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Experimental Results

We present empirical results to answer the questions:

n How severe is Reuse Bias in the practical experiments and can our 
BIRIS effectively reduce Reuse Bias?

     Gridworld: calculate and compare the Reuse Bias of PG+IS, PG+WIS,    
     PG+IS+BIRIS, and PG+WIS+BIRIS

n What is the empirical performance of our BIRIS for actor-critic methods 
in complicated continuous control tasks?

     MuJoCo: evaluate BIRIS compared with SAC and TD3, with uniform 
     sampling and prioritized experience replay (PER)
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Gridworld
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MuJoCo
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Conclusion

n We first systematically discuss the bias of off-policy evaluation due to 
reusing the replay buffer. We show that the off-policy evaluation via 
importance sampling is an overestimation when optimized by the same 
replay buffer, which is recognized as the Reuse Bias in this paper.

n We derive a high-probability bound of the Reuse Bias holds for any 
hypothesis sets. Also, we introduce the concept of stability and provide 
an upper bound for the Reuse Bias via stability. 

n We propose BIRIS to control Reuse Biase. BIRIS can conspicuously 
reduce the Reuse Bias in experiments of MiniGrid. Moreover, 
experiments show that BIRIS can improve the performance and sample 
efficiency for different off-policy methods in MuJoCo tasks.
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